SERVICES BRIEF

Advisory Services

Never let a security question go unanswered due to a lack of time, talent, or resources.
Whether you need a second set of eyes on a presentation, help determining which security controls to focus on next,
or an explanation of a compliance standard, Cobalt’s Security Advisors are standing by to help. Sleep better at night
knowing you are just one email away from having your security questions answered by seasoned industry professionals.
Our highly qualified team of advisors has decades of hands-on professional experience in tactical, operational,
and strategic information security. They are thought leaders holding multiple certifications, such as Certified
Information Security Systems Professional (CISSP), Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH), and Offensive Security Certified
Professional (OSCP).
Gain quick access to their security expertise with no limit on utilization. Reach out at any time and receive a response
within 48 business hours. Complex question? Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered. We’ll set up dedicated time to discuss
your questions in detail.

Key Benefits

On-demand
security
expertise

Response
times within 2
business days

 Access to
best practice
templates

Strategic
guidance to
mature your
program

Dedicated
support for
complex
problems

Some of Our Areas of Expertise
Security Strategy
Do you have a punch list of things you would like to get done, but the roadmap is a bit unclear? Our security
consultants can help guide you through the uncertainty, and set you up on a clear path to success.
DevSecOps
The entire industry is looking for ways to “shift left,” but no two organizations run DevOps in exactly the same
way. Our consultants can get you shifting left in the way that makes the most sense for how your team operates.
Risk Assessment
Carrying out your first risk assessment? Our security consultants can provide a methodology, an implementation
strategy, and a detailed risk assessment playbook template to guide you through the entire process.
Security Program Design
SOAR, XDR, GRC, VMS. New technologies and acronyms flood the market every day, but how do you know what
is the correct next step for your program? Our consultants can help you gauge your program design maturity,
and point you in the right direction.
Incident Handling & Analysis
Looking for guidance when it comes to incident detection and response? Our consultants can provide guidance
on things like policies you should be following, whether or not you should have insurance, and how you should
prepare for a potential incident.
Security Training
Our consultants can help you determine what level of security training is required at your organization and who
should be trained on what. They can also provide you with best practice training templates to ensure you’re
covering all of your bases.

Don’t see what you need? If you can dream it, we can build it.
Reach out to us at professional_services@cobalt.io.
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